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Lesson Plan Title: Cooperative Handball Subject: Physical Education Grade Level: 6 - 10 Overview: To fully include all students in a cooperative activity. This is best used as a culminating activity. The students will then make a brochure on the rules of handball and their favorite aspects of the game. Approximate Duration: 3 fifty minute classes Content Standards: 















Standard 1 Demonstrates competency in many movement forms and proficiency in a few movement forms. Standard 5 Demonstrates responsible personal and social behavior in physical activity settings. Standard 6 Demonstrates understanding and respect for differences among people in physical activity settings. Standard 7 Understands that physical activity provides opportunities for enjoyment, challenge, self-expression, and social interaction.



Benchmarks: 



1-H-1 Demonstrates proficiency in applying advanced skills, strategies and rules for specific activities (e.g., plays games such as racquet, field, and court sports that require advanced eye/body coordination and high levels of strategy.















5-H-1 Demonstrates safe and appropriate use and care of equipment and facilities (e.g., anticipated potentially dangerous situations related to physical activity). 6-H-2 Develops and integrates strategies for inclusion of all in physical activities. 7-H-1 Participates for enjoyment in a variety of physical activities in competitive and recreational settings (e.g., identifies participation factors that contribute to enjoyment and achievement of a team).



Educational Technology Standards: 











 







Demonstrate the operations of a computer (e.g., touch-keyboarding skills, save, organize and back-up files) and other peripheral devices (scanner, digital and video cameras, VCR, laser disc player) at an intermediate level. Compose and edit a multi-page document with appropriate formatting using word-processing skills. (e.g., menu, tool bars, dialog boxes, spell check, thesaurus, page layout, headers and footers, word count, margins, tabs, spacing, columns, page orientation) Use information, media, and technology in a responsible manner which includes following the school's acceptable use policy, adhering to copyright laws, respecting the rights of others, and employing proper etiquette in all forms of communication. Recognize the importance of information technology and its effect on the workplace and society. Use multimedia tools and desktop publishing to develop and present computer-generated projects for directed and independent learning activities. Refine knowledge and enhance skills in keyboarding, word processing, desktop publishing, spreadsheets, databases, multimedia, and telecommunications in preparing and presenting classroom projects.



Objectives: 1. TWL participate in an organized handball game. 2. TWL demonstrate fine mototr skill coordination. 3. TWL run, throw, and use courteous sportsmanship during a handball



game. 4. TLW will develop a brochure on handball. Lesson Materials and Resources: 2 chairs, ball (brightly colored nerf ball is best), team jerseys, cloth strips Technology Tools and Materials: Hardware: Computer Software: Microsoft word Websites: •PeCentral pecentral.com Other: Background Information: Know how to use computer. Lesson Procedures: Day 1. 1. First do roll call, daily exercises, and jog around the gym. 2. Go over rules of handball. Set up two chairs at opposite ends of the playing area. One student from each team sits in a chair and becomes the goalie. Divide the class into two teams, with one team wearing the jerseys/pinnies. Each team spreads out on their half of the playing area. Toss a coin to see which team will get the ball first. The object is to pass the ball from teammate to teammate, until the team goalie catches the ball. The goalies are placed on the opposite ends of where their teamates are. In other words the goalies will be facing their teamates at the start. Set up a 6' x 8' safety area in front of the goalies. The defensive players can't go inside of that area. When the goalie catches the ball scored a point for that team.



Basic rules: After catching the ball a player cannot walk (or move his/her chair). If he/she does, then travelling is called and the other team is awarded the ball. A person in a wheelchair may wheel around in a circle to find open teamates. Players may use a pivot foot/wheel as in basketball. If the ball touches the floor, (i.e. a teammate drops the ball or has it batted down when throwing), the other team is awarded the ball. Defensive players must stay at least 1-2 ft. (your decision) from the offensive player. This should limit fouls and some possible rough play. This activity is best for 10-16 students. However, if you have a large number of students you can use sideline players to catch the ball then continuously rotate players from the sideline to the playing area every five minutes, or you can play with two or more balls. You can also limit your goalies' abilities by using cloth strips to inhibit vision or motor ability. Teaching Suggestions: Encourage your students to use short passes to work the ball to their goalie. Maybe give them extra points for making 4 passes in a row successfully.



If outdoors use a frisbee instead of a foam ball. Give points to team using good sportsmanship. You will have to define what this is however. Keep score by giving them one point for completed passes and two points for getting ball successfully to goalie. 3. Break into teams and then play. Day 2. 1. Have students meet in the computer lab. 2. Do roll call. 3. Go over how to use microsoft word to make brochure. 4. The students will then work on a brochure about handball. It will be on the rules and their favorite parts of the game.



Day 3. 1. Students will dress out and then I will do roll call. 2. The students will then excercise. 3. The students will then share their brochures with the class. Assessment Procedures: I will use a rubric to assess the students. Accommodations/Modifications: Ringing/Beeper Ball (if needed) Limiting abilities for goalies ----- written by benay moore Explorations and Extensions: Lesson Development Resources: http://www.pecentral.com/lessonideas/ViewLesson.asp?ID=773 Reflections: Contact Information: benay moore [email protected] Mcneese State Additional Contacts: MarcoPolo Lesson: No
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versus a team from Colorado Springs. Donlin is a member of the Team USA Under-20 Men's Junior National Team. Wing C3C John Stout drives toward the net on his way to scoring a goal. Most of the 22 cadets on USAFA's team handball roster never played be
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Trajectory-based handball video understanding 

Jul 10, 2009 - timeout) [19]. It relies on Gaussian mixtures and an EM al- gorithm trained on manually labeled sequences. Then, using a partition of the court, ...
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Racquetball and Handball Courts Completed at Stratton Woods 

May 7, 2015 - ... formats are needed, please call (703) 324-8563, at least 10 working ... 12055 Government Center Parkway, Suite 927 Fairfax, VA 22035- ...
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Lesson-11: 80x86 Architecture 

Chapter-2 L11: "Embedded Systems - " , Raj Kamal,. Publs.: McGraw-Hill Education. 2. The 80x86 architecture processors popular since its application in IBM ...
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Lesson 3 

Lesson Title. How do Writers Express Opinions. Through Thesis Statements? Unit Title. Opinion Writing using DBQ â€“. Document Based Questions. Course/Grade. Level. 5 th. Grade. Author. Teklu/Varnedoe/McFarthing ... List or describe teaching steps in 
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Lesson 6.2: Think broadly 

Lesson 6.2: Think broadly. You can combine methods and approaches: â—‹ Color filtering in images; use site: in Image search; OR in News ... â—‹ Finding calendars to answer day-of-the-week questions. â—‹ Using additional terms to focus in on the area 
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Lesson Plan 

The students will understand how enzymes affect chemical reactions and hypothesize the effects of temperature, pH level, and enzyme/substrate concentration ...
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20 Questions - Digital Lesson 

Take two apples from three apples and what do you have? 15. The archaeologist who said he found a gold coin marked 46 B.C. was either lying or kidding.
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Lesson Plan 

-use a variety of Elizabethan words with modern language sentences. -associate words from old and words of new. -understand that many of the words used today have evolved from words used in. Shakespeare's time. Materials: Internet Access. William Sha
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Lesson Plan 

5. (model) Now that we understand the word problem, we are going to map the important information onto a concept map. Watch while I map the first example problem. I am going to ask myself questions about the important information. What was the beginn
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Lesson Plan - geresources 

browsing and internet research, presentation and graphics applications. a. Legal, ethical, safety issues b. Use multiple websites for research c. ... 7.36 Explain how the geographical location of ancient Rome contributed to the shaping of Roman socie
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Lesson Plan 

experience in Google Earth and by "blogging" their journey and creating a wiki travel journal. Procedure: ... read the information and follow the links in the Placemark. Other layers that ... innovative products and processes using technology. â€¢ 4.
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Lesson 3.2: Filetype Operator 

Page 1. Lesson 3.2: Filetype Operator. Page 2. Filetypes. â—‹ The filetype: operator filters results by document type. â—‹ PDF. â—‹ DOC. â—‹ DOCX. â—‹ PPT. â—‹ PPTX. â—‹ TXT. â—‹ CSV. â—‹ DAT. And some you might not have thought of: â—‹ KML.
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Lesson Plan 

By downloading the 3D Building models and Terrain, the viewer will get an amazing experience of ... E1: Historical Knowledge, Concepts, Themes, and Patterns.
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Lesson Plan 

Four 50 minute class periods for presentations (roughly 10 minutes per student plus transition .... Computer lab (one computer with Google Earth per student). â€¢ Projector with ... You will control AR3D using a laptop, stopping to point out sites ..
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Lesson 6.3: Summary 

Your search is sometimes simple and fast ... ... and sometimes it's a long piece of detective work. We've given you a set of toolsâ€”now start using them.
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Lesson 7 

vivants project) on your camera phone or on a digital camera. Each photo should be assigned a home (one person) and that individual should spend a few minutes writing the dialogue and commentary that go along with that photo. In addition, they should
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Lesson 2 

SEALs tradecraft. Station Chief. Al Qaeda. Maya is a CIA operative whose first experience is in the interrogation of prisoners following the Al Qaeda.
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lesson plan 

Apr 14, 2008 - aloud the book Apple. Fractions to ... apple into halves? 4. .... calculators, video and still cameras, adaptive technology, robotics, etc.): Laptop ...
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Lesson Plan Rationale This lesson plan was designed ... 

desk and in their daily activities at the hotel. I do the continual partner switching to. â€œfoster cooperative activityâ€� (Harmer 43). Students often sit next to people they know and will be reluctant to interact with other classmates unless they a
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Lesson 5.5: Occasional misconceptions 

Lesson 5.5: Occasional misconceptions. â—‹ Custom search engine or join tools on a site do NOT imply Google vetting or endorsement. â—‹ Web sites with Google ...
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Lesson Plan 

Instructional Goals and Objectives. Student will .... National Educational Technology Standards (NETSâ€¢S) and Performance Indicators for Students. 1. Creativity ...
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